Retailers Seek To Differentiate,
Customize Loyalty Programs
By Alicia Fiorletta, Associate Editor
Loyalty initiatives — including discounts, free products, and exclusive access to events
and offers — have successfully captured consumer attention for generations, and
continue to do so. In 2012, loyalty program memberships totaled close to 2.65 billion in
the U.S., a 27% increase over 2010, according to research from COLLOQUY. Additionally,
the average U.S. household now participates in 21.9 programs — up from 18.4 in 2010.
A number of retail segments are experiencing significant increases in loyalty program
sign-ups: Department stores (+70%); Drug stores (+45%); Specialty stores (+26%); and Mass
Merchants (+8%). This is an opportunity for the retailers that can deliver compelling loyalty
programs to members.
To compete in today’s tech-savvy marketplace, companies must find unique ways
to differentiate and customize their loyalty programs. Companies like Office Depot,
Sephora, Gilt Groupe and Starbucks have found success using innovative approaches
to loyalty. These retailers are tapping the latest mobile, social and local tools to pique
consumer interest.
Retailers are faced with an ongoing challenge to not only guarantee their loyalty
programs pique interest but also are used consistently by consumers, according to
The 2013 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census report. This challenge is confirmed in the research:
While loyalty program memberships across retail categories experienced a surge
between 2010 and 2012, only 9.5% of members currently are actively using their accounts
and redeeming offers. This somewhat lackluster participation “suggests some staleness in
the value propositions of retail programs,” the report stated.
“If you look at typical loyalty
programs across retail, travel
and hospitality, they have
a combination of rewards,
recognition and customization,”
said Jonathan Copulsky, Principal
at Deloitte, in an interview with
Retail TouchPoints. However,
there are several issues with the
way many retailers approach
these three tiers, he noted.
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“What we now know is rewards only work for certain people. In addition, the rewards
that may matter to one segment may not matter to another. Retailers need to develop
differentiated rewards. Recognition also tends to be a one size fits all, which hinders
program adoption.”
Additionally, with e-Commerce, mobile and social media holding more influence on
consumers’ browsing and buying behaviors, retailers are considering how to revise their
loyalty strategies to address omnichannel shopping strategies.

Amping Up Loyalty Programs To Engage
Tech-Savvy Shoppers
By offering consumers valuable and relevant
experiences across all channels, retailers can drive
sales without focusing solely on discounts and price,
according to Shep Hyken, Bestselling Author, and
Chief Amazement Officer of Shepard Presentations.
“We have to attack customer loyalty in a completely
different way than we ever have before,” Hyken
explained. “Ultimately, the goal is to make price
less relevant. But currently, when looking at loyalty
programs, it is evident that many consumers are loyal
to some programs, but not necessarily the retailers.”
Best-in-class retailers are creating more compelling
loyalty programs by integrating mobile, social, local
and gamification elements into their loyalty programs

“We have to attack
customer loyalty in a
completely different
way than we ever have
before. Ultimately, the
goal is to make price less
relevant. But currently,
when looking at loyalty
programs, it is evident
that many consumers are
loyal to some programs,
but not necessarily the
retailers.”

and initiatives.

-Shep Hyken,
Bestselling Author

For example, Office Depot has implemented a new
rewards program to provide consumers with a variety of incentives based on their overall
engagement. Members can earn points for purchasing ink, toner, paper and printing
services, and even for recycling ink and toner cartridges.
Consumers also can earn points by sharing personal information with Office Depot and
“connecting with the brand,” according to a company press release. Points are rewarded
based on the amount of information customers provide in their member profiles.
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Mobilized Loyalty Programs Allows Instant Connectivity
As consumers become more savvy and connected
to technology, they are asking that retailers provide
instant access to loyalty programs and coupons.
To keep pace with this demand, The Melt, a fastcasual restaurant chain specializing in grilled cheese
sandwiches, has adopted the Perka platform to
create a mobile loyalty program called
“The Melt Perks.”

“The mobile-local
connection is very
powerful. Using these
two methods together
presents another way for
retailers to engage and
market to consumers.”

Consumers use mobilized punch cards to earn a free

-Larry Freed,
ForeSee Results

melt for every nine they purchase via mobile or the
company web site. Loyal customers also are able to earn “Perks+” status when they buy
at least one melt in five separate orders within 30 consecutive days.
However, the intersection of mobile and location presents an even better opportunity for
retailers to connect with consumers while consumers are in-store, or even in specific aisles.
“The mobile-local connection is very powerful,” said Larry Freed, President and CEO of
ForeSee Results. “Using these two methods together presents another way for retailers to
engage and market to consumers.”
Apple Passbook, for instance, provides consumers with more seamless access to their
loyalty membership cards. When shoppers visit store locations, they open the Passbook
app and store associates scan a digital loyalty card barcode, allowing consumers to
instantly collect loyalty points, and redeem coupons and offers at the point of sale.
With location-based technology, Passbook also disseminates real-time updates and
alerts to users for passes they own. All loyalty cards are stored on the iPhone lock screen
so that when shoppers are near a specific location and unlock their smartphones, the
loyalty card appears automatically.
One of the first retail partners of Passbook when it launch in September 2012, Sephora
saw more than 400 thousand Beauty Insider loyalty program passes created in the first 90
days. Johnna Marcus, Director of Mobile and Digital Store Marketing at Sephora shared
insights on the success of this implementation during the Mobile FirstLook conference. As
a result of this burst in interest and activity, Sephora plans to focus more on promoting
consumers’ abilities to redeem and store gift cards, as well as store loyalty account
information on Passbook.
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However, seamless mobile redemption processes
sometimes is not enough. It also is imperative that
content and offers are personalized to specific
consumers and their unique relationships with retailers,
according to Copulsky.
“A key best practice for loyalty initiatives is customizing
and creating a differentiated experience by taking
customer data and making programs meaningful,”
Copulsky said. “The overall experience with a loyalty
program is important — from the rewards to the
recognition — but the stakes to be relevant are
much higher.”
Harnessing structured and unstructured data across
channels will provide retailers with an in-depth look
into shopper preferences, which will empower
organizations to create more relevant and timely
rewards, according to Esprit Smith, Marketing

“A key best practice
for loyalty initiatives
is customizing and
creating a differentiated
experience by taking
customer data and
making programs
meaningful. The overall
experience with a loyalty
program is important —
from the rewards to the
recognition — but the
stakes to be relevant are
much higher.”
-Jonathan Copulsky,
Deloitte Consulting

Consultant for the Retail & Consumer Practice at
Lenati, a customer loyalty consultancy.
“Cookies, geo-fencing, and other tracking
technologies allow retailers to gather data
including shopper purchase history, spend,
and browsing behavior,” Smith said. “As a
result, retailers can create incentives that
are targeted to an individual customer,
which helps acquire new customers —
particularly younger generations with a
stronger affinity towards ‘me-marketing.’”

Using Social To Engage Advocates And Tastemakers
Most (78%) U.S. Internet users said they show their loyalty to brands by spreading the
word on their experiences, according to research from ClickFox, a customer experience
analytics company.
As consumers become more willing and eager to share their past retail experiences,
retailers should consider how they can make social media a core component of loyalty
programs and initiatives, according to Smith.
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“Social media is a natural engagement driver, so it
is important for retailers to identify how networking
channels can fit into their programs,” Smith said.
“Retailers should think about all the ways it can
enhance their loyalty initiatives and overall
customer engagement.”
Retailers can harness social media to track and
analyze customer perspectives, as well as identify
key brand influencers. Then, organizations can
create unique and compelling experiences for these
shoppers by having one-to-one conversations with
them, and offering unique offers and opportunities.

“Social media is a natural
engagement driver, so it
is important for retailers to
identify how networking
channels can fit into
their programs. Retailers
should think about all
the ways it can enhance
their loyalty initiatives
and overall customer
engagement.”

Using this strategy can help brands and retailers drive
word-of-mouth among advocates and in turn, boost

-Esprit Smith,
Lenati

brand awareness in new segments.
For example, Gilt Groupe has established a loyal following across social networks by
providing brand followers and advocates VIP access to sales and offers. The loyalty
program for the flash sale eTailer also provides mobile app users and social followers with
a variety of rewards and incentives such as entry to exclusive events and sales, Smith
explained. Finally, if consumers participate in the online referral program, they have the
chance to earn a $25 credit if they share their favorite products on Facebook, Twitter
and Pinterest, and friends join the site by clicking on social posts.
“The combination of social marketing and word-of-mouth is most effective for
customer acquisition,” Freed said. “Social media needs to be about
consumer-to-consumer dialogue. The viral nature of those conversations is
why social media can be so powerful.”

Gamification And The Next Generation Of Loyalty Programs
Taking mobile and social to the next level, retailers are looking to gamification as a way
to make their loyalty programs more fun and interactive. By implementing game-inspired
elements and mechanics into rewards programs — such as badges, rewards thresholds
and titles — retailers can boost foot traffic, engagement and sales.
“Just about every retailer can benefit from using game mechanics in their loyalty
programs,” said Darren Brady, Account Manager at BigDoor, a gamification solution
provider. “Using gamification is a good way to broaden the sales funnel, and get more
people to touch the brand on a consistent basis.”
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Because customers today have so many options available across channels, they’re
ultimately going to go back to the retailers that provide the most value, Brady explained.
With a gamified loyalty program, “retailers can instantly connect with consumers and
notify them regarding their current rewards, teach them how they can earn more, and
encourage them to participate in the program more frequently.”
Starbucks has amped up loyalty initiatives by integrating the mobile payment app with
the My Rewards program. Consumers load funds onto the app, and use their mobile
devices to complete transactions. Starbucks then rewards users for these purchases with
“stars,” status levels and rewards. Calls-to-action and words of encouragement also are
included in the app, which provides customers with an extra incentive to keep using their
loyalty cards.
“The folks at Starbucks are geniuses because they created the loyalty program thinking
about what the customers want, not about the brand itself,” Hyken said. “If you’re trying
to secretly create a marketing program and disguise it as a loyalty program, that isn’t
going to work in the long term.”
Confirming the importance of creating a fun environment for consumers to engage
with a brand, Hyken also pointed out how HSN is leveraging gamification on the
e-Commerce site. The HSN Arcade offers a variety of games, such as Crossword
and Sudoku, on approximately two-thirds of a computer screen. On the remaining
portion of the screen, HSN plays a live stream of the company’s television channel.
Players receive tickets for each game, which are redeemable for digital badges that
showcase their expertise and status.
With this strategy, HSN “gets people to log on every day just to play games, and
sometimes they even buy products,” Hyken explained. “The beautiful thing about that
kind of online experience is it doesn’t really cost much.
But it also enables the retailer to create a forum for
consumers to have fun and experience what the brand
is about.”
Innovative retailers such as Gilt Groupe, HSN and
Sephora are extending beyond the boundaries of
standard loyalty programs to create compelling
customer experiences.
As shoppers become more educated and savvy,
retailers must revise their initiatives to keep pace with
technological trends and evolving shopping behaviors.
Only then will they be able to garner long-term
engagement and loyalty.
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Using Omnichannel Tactics To Cement Customer Loyalty
Omnichannel retailing is evolving at a rapid pace.
In order to better connect with savvy consumers,
best-in-class retailers are revising their loyalty
programs and initiatives to create differentiated and
customized experiences.
Although deals, coupons and incentives continue to
drive loyalty initiatives, retailers must be sure to focus
strategies on providing great customer experiences
across all channels.
Stride Rite, for one, has exceeded one million members
in the customer loyalty program as a result of new crosschannel capabilities and personalized features.
The Stride Rite Rewards Program reached this
milestone within six months due to the ability for

“Our Millennial Moms
grew up with technology,
and expect companies
to embrace it when
trying to connect with
them. They’re also
comfortable sharing
their contact information
in order to receive
communications and
benefits customized
to them.”
-Kiran Smith,
Stride Rite

participants to receive instant access to rewards,
account information and products across all channels.
“We have taken a lot of steps to provide an integrated, channel agnostic experience,”
said Kiran Smith, VP of Marketing for Stride Rite. “Recently, we mobile-enabled
Striderite.com and are in the process of mobile-enabling our Rewards account
management tool.”
Stride Rite loyalty program members — characterized as “Millennial Moms,” according
to Smith — receive a number of benefits, including: a $10 reward for every $75 spent;
free shipping on online purchases worth more than $35; invitations for members-only
offers; and a welcome kit with more than 100 coupons from partner companies.
Members also receive reminders every three months to check their children’s shoe sizes
and make sure they haven’t changed, which provides shoppers with an added level of
service and convenience.
“Our Millennial Moms grew up with technology, and expect companies to embrace
it when trying to connect with them,” Smith said. “As a result, they’re comfortable
sharing their contact information in order to receive communications and benefits
customized to them.”
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To keep pace with consumers’ desire for more relevant offers and messages, Stride Rite
is “continuing to look for opportunities to customize the brand experience and provide
customers with information that is relevant to their child’s specific age,” Smith explained.
“In today’s digital age, we are able to continue the personal one-to-one relationship
with consumers. So store-specific communications often are from the store manager,
rewards communications include member-specific balance information, and we target
marketing communications messages based on age and gender.”

Analyzing The Role Of The Associate
More retailers are embracing mobile and social media to create compelling loyalty
programs and engagement strategies. However, in-store associates still play an important
role in driving program registrations. By interacting with consumers at the point of sale
and throughout the shopping experience, associates can share more details on loyalty
initiatives, as well as the variety of perks consumers can receive once they register.
“Retailers should train front-line employees to understand the importance of a loyalty
program,” Smith of Lenati said. “Since store associates typically are the first point of
contact with the customer, they need to thoroughly understand the benefits for the
customer as well as for the brand and organization.”
Because many consumers still prefer to visit brick-and-mortar stores and interact with
store associates before making purchase decisions, employees also play a key role in
driving long-term loyalty for brands and products, according to Hyken.
“A good customer service representative, sales person or employee can help make or
break loyalty, Hyken said in an interview with Retail TouchPoints. In fact, consumers are
“willing to pay for value. They don’t mind spending more money with a retailer as long as
they have a great experience and wonderful service online and in stores.” For example,
retailers such as Nordstrom and Zappos have received accolades for the high quality of
help and assistance offered by store employees and associates.
The key way for retailers to retain a loyal customer base is “finding and training the right
associates so they are able to help a shopper who is more educated and savvier than
ever before,” added John Copulsky, Principal Deloitte. “While technology raises the
stakes in how to stay competitive, retailers must never underestimate the influence of
an employee.”
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StriVectin Turns Employees Into Loyal Brand Advocates
StriVectin is a skincare brand sold in approximately
2,500 retail stores nationwide, including Dillard’s,
Macy’s, Sephora and Ulta.
To ensure employees across all locations are
educated and empowered to have one-to-one
conversations with consumers, StriVectin offers its
employees a series of online training programs as well
as free product samples. Together, these initiatives
help drive brand engagement and loyalty among
consumers and store associates, according to Laurel
Anne Harward, Director of Education at StriVectin.
Using the 3point5.com platform from eXperticity,

“The first question many
consumers have when
shopping for skincare
products is: Does it work?
Now, store associates
are providing free
testimonials for our
brand because they
had the opportunity to
experience products
first-hand.”

StriVectin has developed a series of quizzes, videos,

-Laurel Anne Harward, StriVectin

product sheets and other educational resources
based on three topics: the brand story, products and selling tips. These assets were
created to provide associates with a more detailed view of the brand and its product
line, which spans from SPF creams to anti-aging formulas.
“The beauty of the 3point5 platform is that associates have the ability to learn more
about our products so that they truly know what they’re saying when they’re speaking
with consumers,” Harward said in an interview with Retail TouchPoints. “We’re also able
to streamline the brand messaging so everyone uses the same terms and themes when
educating consumers about our products.”
Starting at a high-level view, StriVectin
educates associates on the company
and the core brand value proposition,
Harward explained. Then, associates
are tested on the variety of product
lines, their benefits and ingredients.
Once associates complete training
courses and tests, StriVectin rewards
them with a free, full-size product for
them to try, and also offers discounts
on all products.
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“Every four or five months, associates qualify for a free product if they complete the
training,” Harward noted. “This strategy helps us maintain loyalty and really make them
feel excited about a product.”
With this incentive program, associates can use StriVectin products as a part of their daily
skin routines, Haward explained. “Over time, they’ll start to see their complexion improve,
which is so powerful. The first question many consumers have when shopping for skincare
products is: Does it work? Now, store associates are providing free testimonials for our
brand because they had the opportunity to experience products first-hand.”

Winning True Loyalty
Over the last several decades, retailers have developed loyalty programs based on
discounts, rewards and other incentives, in order to drive incremental sales. However,
because today’s consumers have many more choices, retailers must focus on garnering
“true loyalty,” according to Freed.
“When retailers achieve true loyalty, they know consumers will turn to them first and
foremost,” Freed said. “As a result, retailers will be less likely to lose these loyal customers
to competitors due to product price or other factors.”
In order to win and retain true loyalty, retailers should develop loyalty programs that
provide great experiences across every communication and commerce touch point.
“Loyalty is driven by a retailer’s effort to get customers to keep coming back,” Shep
added. “Every time retailers provide a great experience, they’re encouraging shoppers
to come back every time, which will evolve into a life-long relationship.”
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